A fast top-down method for constructing reliable radiation hybrid frameworks.
Radiation Hybrid Mapping (RHM) is a technique used to order a set of markers on a genome and estimating physical distances between them. RHM provides information on marker placement independent from other methods such as sequencing, and can therefore be used for example in genome sequencing to help ordering contigs. A radiation hybrid framework can be constructed by choosing a set of markers so that the chromosome coverage is good and so that the markers can be ordered with high confidence. Automatically constructing RHM frameworks is a computationally challenging problem. We have developed a new method for constructing radiation hybrid frameworks. Given a relatively large set of markers for a chromosome, the algorithm aims to select an ordered subset that makes up a framework, and that contains as many markers as possible. The algorithm has a time complexity that is better than any of the existing methods that we are aware of. Furthermore, we propose a method for comparing if two frameworks are consistent, giving a visual presentation as well as quantitative measures of how well the two frameworks agree. Applying our method on marker sets from 22 human chromosomes and comparing the resulting frameworks with previously published frameworks, we demonstrate that our automatic method efficiently constructs frameworks with good coverage of each chromosome and with high degree of agreement on the marker ordering.